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ABSTRACT
An experimental study was performed to determine the best method for using a flow-
focusing device to produce monodisperse water droplets in a polymer flow with sufficient
spacing to polymerize a protective shell around the droplets using continuous flow
lithography. Contact angle measurements and surface tension measurements were used
to determine how wettable the polymer is with respect to water and PDMS.
Polymerization reaction kinetics tests were used to determine a suitable polymer for the
system. The droplet size and spacing for different flow-focusing devices with different
dimensions were characterized to determine the best dimensions. Finally,
characterization tests for various polymer and water flow rates were performed to
examine the droplet size, spacing, velocity and frequency of production, as well as the
fluctuations and instabilities in the system. From these characterization tests it was
determined that the best flow systems for armoring droplets arise when the water flow
rate is greater than 0.05pL/min, the polymer flow rate is between 0.4 and 1.2pL/min and
the flow-rate ration of water to polymer is less than 1:10.
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INTRODUCTION
Microfluidics is a platform for manipulating fluids and microscopic entities in a
controlled fashion that utilizes very little sample. Microfluidics is used to perform
chemical reactions, synthesize particles and chemicals2 , analyze fluidic systems3 and
purify products4. New tools dealing with microfluidics, such as labs-on-a-chip, are being
used in medical diagnostics.5 Microfluidic devices are being used to sort and probe
cells6 , assay analytes 7 and purify or amplify DNA 8 .
Flow through microfluidic channels is characterized by a dimensionless number
that provides a ratio between inertial forces and viscous forces called the Reynolds
number,
Re =(p * U * 1 )/ , (Eq. 1)
where p is the density, U is the velocity, 1 is the width of the channel and gI is the
viscosity. The small scale of microfluidics leads to a small Reynolds number and a
dominance of viscous forces over inertial forces. Also, a small Reynolds number
indicates that microchannel flow is laminar rather than turbulent.9
Although the flow through microfluidic channels can be very precisely controlled,
it is difficult to perform reactions with discrete samples in a one-phase microfluidic
system. For this reason, two phase systems are being used to isolate samples to perform
assays or chemical reactions.
Droplets produced in microfluidic devices have many attractive features that are
stimulating intense research. Microfluidic devices are capable of producing
monodisperse droplets with a high degree of control over the size and volume fraction of
the dispersed phase, as well as a narrow distribution of the sizes of individual droplets.
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Droplets, typically 10-100pm, are ideal and isolated chemical reactors because many
homogeneous droplets with controlled conditions can be produced rapidly while using
very small volumes of reagents. Also, droplets have very high surface to volume ratios.
Currently droplets are used in microfluidic devices for many chemical reactions l,
including polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification for high-throughput
sequencing l°, protein crystallization 1 , glucose detection5 , bioassays12 and arrays of liquid
crystalline dropletsl3 .
The behavior of fluids and the subsequent development of droplets on a
microscale are based on the concepts of surface tension and fluid shear forces. Surface
tension is a result of changes of free energies of species at an interface versus the bulk
and governs the characteristics of droplet formation and stability. Surface molecules
have high potential energies compared to bulk molecules. Work is required to move a
molecule from a low potential energy in the bulk to a higher potential energy at the
surface. Surface tension is defined as the change in free energy per unit area resulting
from creating an interface between two species. Droplets are formed because energy is
being put into the system via fluid flow, which can overcome the surface tension forces
and break the fluid-fluid interface. Droplets with high surface tensions are unstable. This
instability drives droplets to coalesce in an effort to reduce the surface area to volume
ratio. 9
The ratio between shearing flow and interfacial tension is a dimensionless number
called the capillary number,
Ca = ( U * ) / ¥, (Eq. 2)
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where U is the fluid velocity, pt is the viscosity and y is the interfacial tension. The
capillary number governs the distortion of droplets placed in shearing flows of liquids.
The shape of the droplet will be more spherical if the capillary number is low because a
high interfacial tension will maintain the spherical shape. The droplet becomes distorted
from a spherical shape if the capillary number is large because the shear flow is large
enough to overcome the interfacial tension.9
One important factor for a two-phase microfluidic environment is the wetting
property of the liquids with respect to each other and the substrate. The wetting principle
involves how the fluids interact with the substrate. One of the liquids must preferentially
wet the PDMS surface, while the other liquid is poorly wetting. The contact angle (0) is
the angle at which a liquid/gas interface contacts a solid surface as shown in figure 1. A
similar contact angle may be determined when a liquid/liquid interface contacts a solid
surface. Partial wetting occurs when 0 is any value is between 0° and 1800. Perfect
wetting describes the scenario in which one liquid wets the surface and the other liquid is
separated from the surface by a thin film of the first.9
Figure 1. ( :e. The
gas phase could be substituted for a second liquid.'4
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Droplets have been formed in microfluidic devices by flowing two immiscible
fluids through a microchannel. A common microfluidic device used to produce droplets
is a T-junction (Fig. 2). A T-junction contains two channels that intersect to form a T. A
main channel carries the continuous phase, while an inlet channel carries the
discontinuous phase. The discontinuous phase enters the main channel and grows until
the continuous phase forces the discontinuous phase to elongate in the downstream
direction, while the neck at then entrance to the main channel begins to thin. Eventually
the neck breaks, creating a droplet that travels down the main channel and the remaining
discontinuous phase retreats towards the inlet. The size of the droplet created is
characterized by the following equation:
L/w= 1 + a * (Qi /Qut), (Eq. 3)
Where L is the length of the droplet, w is the width of the channel, Qin is the flow rate of
the dispersed fluid, Qout is the flow rate of the carrier fluid and a is a constant that
depends on the geometry of the T-junction.15
polymer -d -
water
Figure 2. T-junction with water flowing through the lateral
channel and polymer flowing through the main channel. 5
A second commonly used microfluidic device that produces droplets is a flow-
focusing device (Fig. 3). A flow-focusing device contains two lateral channels and a
main channel. The main channel carries the discontinuous phase, while the lateral
channels canrry the continuous phase. The two fluids are forced to flow through a small
orifice downstream of the channels. The continuous phase from the lateral channels
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exerts pressure and viscous stresses that force the discontinuous phase into a narrow
thread. This narrow thread breaks off inside the orifice. The size of the droplets is based
on the flow rates of the continuous and discontinuous liquids, the ratio of the flow rates,
the width of the channels and the size of the orifice.16
Figure 3. Flow-tocusing device with polymer flowing through the lateral
channels and water flowing through the main channel.
In these applications droplets are only "metastable" and often coalesce
downstream when low flow rates force collisions.17 Surface active molecules,
surfactants, are used to enhance the stability of droplets in multiphase flows and to
prevent the coalescence of the formed droplets. Surfactants lower the surface tension
between two insoluble phases and stabilize droplets due to steric interactions and/or
electrostatic repulsion by forming monolayers at the interface. Also, surfactants provide
a film that is highly viscoelastic, which dampens the surface fluctuations that enhance the
probability of coalescence.18 Surfactants commonly have an aliphatic hydrophobic tail
and a hydrophilic head. This structure promotes adsorption of the surfactant molecules to
the droplets and reduces the surface tension.9
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Despite the stabilization benefits provided by surfactants, there are drawbacks
involved in using them in microchannel flows. Since surfactants can cause cell lysis and
protein denaturation, they are not considered bio-friendly molecules. Even with the use
of surfactants, droplets are still somewhat "metastable" and are subject to thermal and
mechanical forces. Also, if coalescence is necessary later in the experiment for addition
of reaction reagents, the stabilization effect of surfactants may be irreversible. Another
method for stabilizing droplets for close-packing is the use of physical barriers. Our
research investigates stabilizing droplets by polymerizing a protective shell around the
droplet using continuous flow lithography (CFL). CFL is a new approach to
microparticle synthesis in microfluidic devices. This method allows for photosensitive
polymers to be rapidly (less than 0.1 seconds) and continuously polymerized. The shape
of the polymer is determined by a transparency mask using projection lithography on a
UV microscope. CFL is not restricted to spherical particles; any projected 2D shape may
be synthesized (Fig. 4). CFL will be used in correlation with computer recognition
algorithms to produce the protective polymer shells around individual emulsion droplets.2
Figure 4. SEM images of particles and corresponding UV masks. The scale bar in all
figures is 10im. Images taken from Dendukuri, et al. Nature Materials, 5, 365-369
(2006).2
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These polymer shells provide numerous advantages for applications in
microfluidic flow. The polymer shells provide a physical barrier between the droplets to
prevent coalescence without the drawbacks of surfactants. Also, polymer shell protected
droplets can be easily and densely arrayed since the droplets are incapable of
coalescence. Many different densely packed arrays are possible due to the numerous
different shapes that may be synthesized around the droplets, which might be useful for
precisely aligning droplets over sensors.19 With control over particle shape, armored
casings may also be synthesized with a side opening, allowing for the addition of
reagents into the protective shell. Particular droplets may be sorted by designing a
microchannel to dispose of unprotected droplets into a reservoir while collecting and
arraying protected droplets. For instance, it is often desirable to sort droplets that contain
a single cell for enzyme engineering applications or a single primer-decorated bead for
ePCR applications.10 Because the particle shell only confines a droplet in two
dimensions (and the channel in the third), the droplet is still accessible for the addition of
reactants and recovery of contents.
The numerous applications and advantages prove the importance of droplets for
assays. The technology is inadequate to meet the growing need and theoretical
applications of multi-phase microfluidic devices. This project aims to measure the
interfacial properties of a hydrophobic polymer and water emulsion system, to screen for
suitable polymerization kinetics, to examine the droplet phase space in a flow-focusing
device in order to use CFL to manipulate and array droplets with greater stability and
control.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials
Five hydrophobic short chain polymers with functional end groups capable of
photopolymerization were used in selecting a suitable polymer for the emulsion system
(Table 1). The polymer 1,6-Hexanediol Diacrylate (HD-DA) was acquired from Aldrich.
The polymers 1,6-Hexanediol Diacrylate Esters (HD-DA-E), Ethoxylated
Trimethylolpropane Triacrylate Esters - Methacrylate Acid Ester (TMP-TA-E) and
Polybutadiene Dimethacrylate - 1,6-Hexanediol Diacrylate Esters (PBD-DA-E) solutions
were acquired from Sartomer. The polymer 1,1,1 -Trimethylolpropane Triacrylate (TMP-
TA) was acquired from Polysciences. All particles synthesized using CFL used 5%
solutions of Darocur 1 173 photoinitiator (Fig. 5) in TMP-TA (Fig. 6). The Darocur was
acquired from Sigma Aldrich.
Monomer MW (g/mol) Density (g/cm3) Distributor
HD-DA 226.28 1.01 Aldrich
HD-DA-E mixed 1.02 Sartomer
TMP-TA-E mixed 1.18 Sartomer
PBD-DA-E mixed 0.96 Sartomer
TMP-TA 296.3 1.1 Polysciences
Table 1. Polymer material properties
Figure 5. Chemical structure of Darocur 1 173.
Image courtesy of www.cibasc.com/2 0
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Figure 6. Chemical structure of TMP-TA. Image
courtesy of http://www.chemicalland21 .com/21
Contact Angle Measurements
Contact angles were measured at ambient temperatures by a Kruss Drop Shape
Analysis instrument (DSA10). Contact angles of 2 tL of liquid on a PDMS spin coated
glass slide were measured using the sessile drop method (Fig. 7). Three measurements
for all five polymers and deionized water were recorded and averaged. An image of the
drop is examined by the DSA program to ascertain the contact angle by determining the
drop shape and the contact line and fitting them to a mathematical model. This software
looks at the varying brightness levels to identify the points of greatest changes in
brightness to find the drop shape and contact line. The program calculated the contact
angle as tanO at the intersection of the drop contour line with the contact line.
a
Figure 7. Contact angle measurements of a) water and b) TMP-TA on PDMS.
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Interfacial/Surface Tension Measurements
Interfacial tension values were measured at ambient temperatures by a Kruss
DSA10. The pendant drop method was used to measure the interfacial tension of
deionized water in all five polymers using DSA1 image analyzing software (Fig. 8). The
pendant drop method involves dipping a syringe filled with water into a polymer bath and
forcing a drop out of the syringe. The drop was enlarged until just before it broke from
the syringe. Similar to contact angle measurements, DSA1 uses varying brightness levels
to analyze the curvature and pressure differences of a pendant drop shape and size to
ascertain the interfacial tension. The surface tension of pendant drops of deionized water
and all five polymers in air were determined using the same method. For all surface
tension values, the average was taken of three different measurements.
Figure 8. Polymer pendant drop in air for
surface tension measurements.
Fabrication of PDMS Microchannel
The PDMS microfluidic channels used in our research were molded on four inch
silicon wafers using soft lithography with SU-8 photoresists. The design for each
channel was drawn on AUTOCAD and printed at 20,000dpi from CAD/Art Services.
PDMS elastomer, Sylgard 184, acquired from Dow Coming, was mixed at a base to
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curing agent ratio of 1:10. The PDMS was poured over the silicon wafer and cured. The
PDMS was then peeled from the wafer and the channels were cut using a scalpel.
Sealing of PDMS Device on PDMS Glass
The PDMS flow-focusing channels were bonded to a PDMS spin-coated glass
slide (VWR, 24 x 60mm). A thin layer of a 5:1 solution of toluene to PDMS, which was
made using a 10:1 base to curing agent ratio, was applied to a glass slide. The channel
was laid on the glass slide, removed after a few seconds and laid on a PDMS spin-coated
slide. To remove the toluene, the channel was baked for 30 minutes at 65°C.
Screening for Suitable Reaction Polymerization Kinetics
In order to determine a suitable polymer system for our research, UV
polymerization tests were performed using CFL. HD-DA, HD-DA-E, PBD-DA-E and
TMP-TA were mixed in a 19:1 weight ratio of polymer to photoinitiator. Each
polymer/photoinitiator solution was sent through a 57pm flow-focusing microfluidic
device using a KDS 100 syringe pump, acquired from KD Scientific, until the channels
were filled with solution and the pumps were stopped. When the solution became
stagnant it was exposed to UV light from a 100W HBO mercury lamp. The wavelength
of UV light was selected using a filter set that provides wide UV excitation (11000v2:
UV, Chroma). A VS25 shutter system, acquired from Uniblitz; which was computer
controlled by a VMM-D 1 shutter driver to provide specific pulses of UV light for the
following exposure times: 0.02s, 0.03s, 0.04s, 0.05s, 0.075s and 0.10s. A circular
photomask designed in AUTOCAD 2005 and printed using a high resolution printer at
CAD Art Services (Poway, CA) was inserted into the field-stop of the microscope. The
photomask had a 312pm diameter, which produced a polymerized particle (Fig. 9) with a
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diameter of 40pm. The devices were mounted on an Axiovert 200 (Zeiss) inverted
microscope with a 20X objective and the polymerization kinetics were visualized using a
KPM 1A CCD camera (Hitachi). Images were captured and processed using NIH Image
software.2
fr' rrli;rl
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Figure 9. Free radical polymerization of an acrylate monomer, which TMP-TA is a
trifunctional derivative, into a cross-linked particle.
Flow-Focusing Device Characterization
Flow-focusing device (Fig. 10) characterization tests were performed to determine
the necessary device geometry and fluid flow parameters to produce monodisperse
droplets with sufficient spacing in order to synthesize protective particles around the
droplets. A plastic syringe was used to regulate the viscous continuous phase of TMP-
TA and was connected to the side channel input of the device. A 100 iL Hamilton glass
syringe was used to regulate discontinuous phase of deionized water and was connected
to the main channel input of the device. The polymer and water syringes were started at
flow rates of' 1 L/min until equilibrium was achieved. Upon equilibration the flow rates
were dropped down to the initial flow rate of the polymer. Once equilibrium was reached
the water flow rate was dropped to its starting value. The system was held constant for
two minutes before an image or movie was captured using NIH Image software. When
changing the water flow rate, two minutes was allocated for the system to equilibrate
before recording images. When changing the polymer flow rate, five minutes was
allocated for the system to equilibrate before recording images. The droplet size, spacing
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between the center of consecutive droplets, generation frequency and droplet velocity
were determined from the images captured and analyzed with NIH Image software.
Figure 10. 3D schematic of a flow-focusing device. Figure courtesy of
Daniel Pregibon of the Doyle group.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Contact Angle Measurements
Three contact angle measurements and the average value can be seen in Table 2.
The average contact angle value for water is greater than 90°, which is expected because
the PDMS glass slide is hydrophobic. The water droplet will try to minimize contact
with the PDMS. The contact angle values for HD-DA, HD-DA-E and PBD-DA-E are
within two degrees of each other. All three polymers have two possible hydrogen
bonding sites, while the rest of the polymer chain is hydrophobic. TMP-TA has a slightly
larger value than the other three polymers because it is more hydrophilic due to an extra
hydrogen bonding site. Similarly, TMP-TA-E is slightly more hydrophilic than TMP-TA
because of an additional hydrogen bonding site. The average contact angle values for the
five polymers were between 52.4° and 64.30, which is a small range and are expected
because the five polymers are hydrophobic.
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Liquid Contact Angle (degrees) Average Contactngl (degrees)
Water 105.1 115.3 113.6 111.3
TMP-TA 58.6 59.8 60.3 59.6
HD-DA-E 52.0 53.3 51.9 52.4
HD-DA 53.8 54.2 51.9 53.3
TMP-TA-E 63.2 63.0 66.8 64.3
PBD-DA-E 54.9 56.4 53.4 54.9
Table 2. Contact angle measurements on PDMS glass slide.
Surface Tension Measurements
Surface tension measurements were recorded for all five polymers with respect to
air and water (Table 3). The surface tension values were similar for all five polymers
measured in air and for water measured in polymer. The surface tension values from our
tests were similar to those found in literature for hydrophobic polymer pendant drops in
air22 and water pendant drops in hydrophobic polymer.2 3 A value for TMP-TA-E was not
recorded because it was found to be partially soluble in water. TMP-TA-E was no longer
considered a possible polymer for our system.
Surface Tension (mN/m)
Polymer
Polymer Ypolymer/air Ypolymer/water
TMP-TA 33.70 12.47
HD-DA-E 33.89 14.6
HD-DA 33.01 8.13
TMP-TA-E 34.26 soluble
PBD-DA-E 35.81 15.61
Table 3. Surface tension values for polymers in air and water.
Perfect Wettability
The wettability of a polymer with respect to the PDMS channel is crucial when
selecting a suitable polymer system. If one of the liquids is not completely wetting with
respect to the PDMS channel, droplets of irregular shapes are produced. Droplets
randomly adhere to the wall, which prevents well-defined droplets from flowing down
the channel.24 Also, the isolation of the water emulsion, which is necessary for many
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emulsion applications, is lost if the water interacts with the device. Perfect wetting
occurs when the polymer phase is completely wetting with respect to the PDMS channel
and the water (Fig. 11). The wetting of each system was determined as follows. The
surface tension of the PDMS with respect to the liquid for a gas-liquid-solid interface is
found (Table 4) using Young's equation,
Ys = Ysl + ylCOSO-a-s, (Eq. 4)
where ys is the surface tension between PDMS and air, y,s is the surface tension between
the PDMS and a liquid, yl is the surface tension between the liquid and air, and cos01-a-s is
the contact angle with respect to the liquid and PDMS for a liquid-air-solid interface.
The contact angle and surface tension between the liquid and air are found (Table 4)
experimentally as described above. The empirical formula,
cos0ias = -1 + 2 '/( ys / y1 ) exp(-p( - s )2), (Eq. 5)
where J3 is an experimentally determined constant, is used to find the surface tension
between the PDMS and air.25 This empirical formula is valid for low contact angles. The
average surface tension between PDMS and air was found to be 21.3 mN/m, which is
slightly higher than the value found in literature, 19.8 mN/m.2 6 The surface tension
between PDMS and air should be the same value for every polymer. The differences
arise from error in measuring the air-polymer surface tension and the uncertainty with
using an empirical formula. The surface tension between the liquid and PDMS can be
determined with equation 4 and the value of the surface tension between the PDMS and
air obtained from equation 5. The contact angle between the two liquid phases and the
PDMS is determined (Table 4) by rearranging Young's equation with respect to a liquid-
liquid-solid interface,
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COS0I-lIs = ( Ys,2 - Ys, ) / Y1,2, (Eq. 6)
where Ys,2 is the surface tension between the PDMS and the polymer, ys,l is the surface
tension between the PDMS, the water and yl,2 is the surface tension between the polymer
and water and cosOll4_ is the contact angle with respect to a liquid-liquid-solid interface.
The surface tension between the polymer and water is determined from the surface
tension measurements of water droplets in polymer solutions. All four remaining
polymers were found to have cosOj1 .l 5 values less than -1 (Table 4), which signifies that all
five polymers will provide a perfectly wetting system with respect to water and PDMS.
Partial Perfect
Flgure 1. Diagrams for pertect and partial wetting with respect to a water-
polymer-PDMS system. Figure courtesy of Daniel Pregibon of the Doyle
Group.
Contact
Polymer | Angle TYpolymeriair YPDMS/air YPDMS/polymer Ypolymerlwater COS(0)i-s
___ (derees) (mN/m) (mN/m) (mNI/m) (mN/m) (calculated)
TMP-TA 59.57 33.73 20.04 4.80 12.47 -3.47
HD-DA-E 52.40 33.89 22.67 1.21 14.6 -3.21
HD-DA 53.30 33.01 21.73 2.16 8.13 -5.65
PBD-DA-E 54.90 35.81 23.12 1.30 15.61 -3.00
Table 4. Measured and calculated contact angle and surface tension values.
Polymerization Kinetics
In order to determine the best polymer for the fluid flow system, polymerization
kinetics studies were performed on the four polymers that were determined to be
perfectly wettable. Rapid polymerization kinetics is necessary for high throughput
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systems. Also, CFL will produce particles with better resolution if the exposure time is
minimized. The method of polymerizing particles described above was used to
polymerize disk-shaped particles. PBD-DA-E produced particles that were barely visible
for exposure times of 0.075s and 0.ls (Fig. 12). HD-DA-E produced particles that were
visible for exposure times of 0.04s, 0.05s, 0.075s and 0.1s (Fig. 13). HD-DA produced
defined visible particles for exposure times of 0.075s and 0.1 s (Fig. 14). TMP-TA
produced defined visible particles for exposure times as low as 0.02s (Fig. 15). TMP-TA
was selected for the fluid flow system because it exhibited the most defined particles at
the lowest exposure times.
Figure 12. PBD-DA-E polymerized circles with
exposure times (s) from left to right of 0.075 and 0.10.
Figure 13. HD-DA-E polymerized circles with exposure times (s)
from left to right of 0.04, 0.05, 0.075 and 0.10.
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Figure 14. HD-DA polymerized circles with exposure times (s) from left to right of 0.02,
0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.075 and 0.10.
Figure 15. TMP-TA polymerized circles with exposure times (s) from left to right of
0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.075 and 0.10.
Flow-Focusing Device Characterization
Channel Geometry
Six flow-focusing devices were examined to determine the effect of varying the
dimensions, the polymer to water flow-rate ratio and the total flow rate on the droplet size
and spacing (Fig. 16). The different flow-focusing devices examined had various water
channel widths (A), polymer channel widths (B) and orifice sizes (C). It was expected
that making the orifice smaller would decrease the size of the droplet formed. Previous
research found that the droplet size will approach the size of the orifice.27 The polymer
and water channel widths were varied to determine if the orifice was the only dimension
that affects the size of the droplet produced. The polymer to water ratio of the flow rates
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tested were 4:1, 10:1, 20:1 and 25:1. Also, the bulk flow velocities in the wide section of
the channel studied were 300 and 600 mni/s. The flow rates of the polymer and water
phases were modified to fit the ratio and total flow rate parameters.
1
water .
- X
A B C D
polymer
Figure 16. 2D schematic of a flow-focusing device showing dimensions and
measurements, where A is the water channel width, B is the polymer channel
width, C is the orifice size, D is the main channel width, d is the distance between
consecutive droplets and x is the diameter of the droplet.
The smallest droplet produced and the ranges of the spacing between each droplet
for the varied flow rates and ratios are recorded in Table 5. It was expected that the
smallest orifices would produce the smallest droplets, however, the smallest orifice sizes
produced the largest droplets and even resulted in a spray of polydisperse droplets for the
smallest orifice. The sizes of the droplets were found to be an order of magnitude larger
than the orifice size. This discrepancy with previous research is probably because the
rest of the channel dimensions are an order of magnitude larger than the size of the
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orifice. There did not appear to be a significant trend for the size of the droplets
produced when the polymer and water channel widths were varied.
In order to use CFL to synthesize particles around droplets, sufficient spacing is
necessary characteristics for a suitable flow-focusing channel. Also, minimizing the
droplet size allows the droplet to become more spherical since the channel height is
smaller than the diameter of the droplets. Channels C and E were the only channels that
produced droplets with the spacing necessary to polymerize particles around the droplets.
Channels C and E were also the only channels to produce droplets under 200~pm.
Channel A was unique in that it produced a spray of many polydispersed droplets.
Channel E was selected for further characterization because it was the only channel to
regularly produce monodisperse droplets under 200m with consistent spacing.
Channel Water Monomer Orifice Main Minimum Droplet
Channel Height Channel Channel Size Channel Droplet Spacing
(pm) (m) (pm) (pm) (pm) Size (pm) (pm)
A 57 55 100 10 1000 spray 0
B 57 100 300 15 1000 281 0
C 57 100 300 30 1000 147 0-364
D 57 200 300 20 1000 267 0
E 57 200 300 40 1000 163 210-365
F 57 200 300 55 1000 210 0
Table 5. Minimum droplet sizes and droplet spacing for each channel.
Full Microfluidic Channel Characterization
Channel E was selected to fully characterize the phase space with regards to
varying the polymer and water flow rates. The water flow rates tested are shown in table
6. Water flow rates were not dropped below 0.01 tL/min due to equipment limitations
and total flow rates were not raised above 4.0pL/min due to delamination of the device
from the glass slide. The Capillary numbers for the study were between 0.0083 and
0.2651, which are small enough to resist deformation of the spherical droplets due to the
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shear. The Reynolds numbers for the study were between 0.0011 and 0.0042, which are
small enough that the flow through the channel is laminar instead of turbulent and
viscous forces dominate instead of inertial forces.
Qp (pimin) (pi/min)
0.1 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01
0.2 0.16 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01
0.4 0.32 0.16 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01
0.8 0.64 0.32 0.16 0.08 0.04 0.02
1.2 0.96 0.48 0.24 0.12 0.06 0.03
1.6 1.28 0.64 0.32 0.16 0.08 0.04
3.2 0.64 0.32 0.16 0.08
Qw:Qp (1:1.25) (1:2.5) (1:5) (1:10) (1:20) (1:40)
Table 6. Polymer (Qp) and water (Qw) flow rates for channel characterization.
For each flow setting in table 6, an image was captured and categorized based on
the distribution of sizes of the droplets, the space between consecutive droplets and the
production of secondary or satellite droplets (Fig. 17). Four distinct phase spaces are
distinguishable. The top two rows of figure 17 produce droplets in a very unstable
manner. The low flow rate of the polymer leads to polydisperse droplets that are
produced at unpredictable frequencies. The total flow rate of the polymer and water
through the channel was not large enough to carry the droplets away before the next
droplet was produced. The unpredictability of the region is probably due to the
interference of droplets already formed with the new droplets being formed. Also, the
equipment is less reliable to maintain a steady flow at lower flow rates. The bottom
phase space features the production of secondary or satellite droplets as well as the
primary droplet. Satellite droplets are formed when a thread is present in the orifice
between the primary droplet and the main water flow. The thread breaks near the
primary droplet and because of unbalanced capillary forces on the thread after the first
breakup, the thread recoils and a secondary breakup occurs leading to a satellite drop.2 8
The production of satellite droplets was present at regions of large polymer flow rates,
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which also have large capillary numbers. The large capillary numbers of this bottom
region may lead to larger unbalanced capillary forces and the production of satellite
droplets. The presence of satellite droplets is undesirable because it is difficult to control
volume and the purity of the sample. The middle section of the phase space diagram
consistently produces monodisperse droplets. The right side of the middle section,
however, consistently produces monodisperse droplets with sufficient spacing to
polymerize particles around them. Sufficient spacing is achieved as the water flow rate
decreases because the flow-rate ratio is become larger, preventing the water from
reaching the orifice as frequently. This leads to a decrease in the frequency of water
droplets formed and a larger spacing between to consecutive droplets. This section was
selected to be studied further.
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Figure 17. Phase space diagram for channel E.
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Monodisperse Phase Space Characterization
The region that exhibited monodisperse droplet production with sufficient spacing
in between droplets was selected to be characterized further. The same general method
of producing droplets outlined above was used to characterize the frequency of droplet
production, fluctuations of frequency, size distribution and velocity of the droplets at
each flow setting. Instead of taking images, one minute movies of each flow setting were
recorded and analyzed. The following table shows the flow rates used to define the flow
settings for the characterization:
Qp (l/min) Qw (pmin)
0.4 0.040 0.020 0.013 0.010 0.008
0.6 0.060 0.030 0.020 0.015 0.012
0.8 0.080 0.040 0.027 0.020 0.016
1.0 0.100 0.050 0.033 0.025 0.020
1.2 0.120 0.060 0.040 0.030 0.024
Table 7. Polymer and water flow rates for phase space characterization.
The NIH Image analysis software was used to measure the diameter of every
droplet produced. The diameters for each flow setting were averaged and plotted against
the ratio of the flow rates Qw/Qp (Fig. 18). The size of the droplets did not show a large
variance and remained relatively large with respect to the channel height. Previous
research has reported that the droplet size decreases as the flow-rate ratio decreases and
that the smallest reported droplet reaches the size of the orifice.27 Our droplet sizes did
not approach the size of the orifice, in fact, the sizes remained an order of magnitude
larger than the orifice. This is due to the dimensions of the inlet channels (A and B in
figure 16) being an order of magnitude larger than the orifice. Previous research used
devices with comparable orifice and channel dimensions. Also, our droplet sizes did not
show a decreasing trend with respect to the flow-rate ratio because of the low values of
the water flow rate.
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Figure 18. Average droplet size vs. flow-rate ratio.
Similarly, the frequency at which the droplets were formed was measured using
NIH Image analysis software. Each frame of the movie that was recorded had a time
stamp. Dividing the difference between the time stamp at each droplet production into
one yields the frequency of droplet formation. The frequency of droplet formation was
determined for each droplet produced and an average value for each flow setting was
calculated. The average frequency of droplet formation was plotted against the flow-rate
ratio (Fig. 19) and the average frequency of droplet formation scaled by the flow rate of
the polymer was plotted against the flow-rate ratio (Fig. 20). The frequency of droplet
formation was found to be linearly dependent on both the flow-rate ratio and Qp, which is
consistent with previous research. As the flow-rate ratio increases, the frequency of
droplet formation increases. When scaling the frequency of droplet formation by Qp, the
data points collapse to a similar trend, which is consistent with previous research.27 Since
the data collapsed to a similar trend when scaled by Qp, Qw is the more important factor
when determining the frequency of droplet formation (Fig. 21). When the flow-rate ratio
increases, Qw increases with respect to Qp, which leads to a greater volume percent of
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water flowing through the orifice. Since the droplet size is not increasing the frequency
of droplet formation must increase as the flow-rate ratio and Qw increase. Also, as Qp
increases while the flow-rate ratio is held constant, the frequency of droplet formation
increases. Increasing Qp while holding the flow-rate ratio effectively increases the flow
rate of Qw as well, which explains the increase in frequency of droplet formation.
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Figure 19. Average frequency of droplet formation vs. flow-rate ratio.
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Figure 20. Average frequency of droplet formation scaled by Qp vs. flow-rate ratio.
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Figure 21. Average frequency of droplet formation vs. flow-rate ratio.
The distance between the center of mass of two consecutive droplets was
measured for each droplet produced and an average was calculated for each flow setting.
The average distance between droplets produced was plotted against the flow-rate ratio
(Fig. 22). The average distance between consecutive droplets has a linear dependence on
the flow-rate ratio. As the flow-rate ratio increases the average distance between
consecutive droplets decreases. As discussed earlier, the frequency that droplets are
produced increases as Qw/Qp increases. Since droplets are being produced at higher
frequencies as the flow-rate ratio increases, the distance between consecutive droplets
should decrease. The linear trend, however, deviates from previous research, which
showed a decreasing non-linear trend as the flow-rate ratio was increased.27 This
deviation may be due to the very small variances in Qw compared to the previous
research. Our range of Qw may only be examining a small portion of a non-linear trend
that appears linear.
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Figure 22. Average distance between droplets vs. the flow-rate ratio.
The average velocity of the droplet down the channel was calculated for each
droplet produced by recording an x-coordinate and a corresponding time stamp for two
different locations in the channel. Assuming the droplet traveled in a straight path in the
x-direction, the velocity was calculated by finding the slope of the two points. The
average velocity for each flow setting was calculated and plotted against the bulk velocity
(Fig. 23) and the polymer velocity (Fig. 24). The total flow rate was calculated by adding
the polymer flow rate and the water flow rate. The bulk velocity and polymer velocity
were calculated using the following method. The total flow rate and polymer flow rate
were converted from L/min to P.m3/s through a simple unit conversion. The flow rates
were then divided by 57p1m, the channel height, and 1000pm, the channel width, to get
the bulk velocity and polymer velocity in the x-direction down the channel for a better
comparison with the average velocity of the droplet. Previous research found that the
measured velocity of the droplet increased linearly with the flow-rate ratio, which agrees
with our date that shows an increasing linear trend between the average droplet velocity
and the bulk velocity, which is proportional to the flow-rate ratio.27 The average velocity
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increases linearly with the bulk velocity and the polymer velocity because the droplets
are carried by the total flow of the system, which is comprised mostly of the polymer
flow rate. Theoretically the average velocity should be equal to bulk velocity since the
whole system should be moving with a constant velocity equal to the bulk velocity. A
least squares regression line was fitted to the curves and the equations are shown in the
figures. The slopes are slightly less than one for both graphs. This signifies that the bulk
velocity and the polymer velocity are slightly higher than the average velocity of the
droplet. This is most likely because the droplet diameter is on the order of 200 pm,
which is larger than the height of the channel, 57grm. The deformation of the droplet and
drag created due to this droplet deformation should slow the droplet down with respect to
the rest of the flow. Also, the assumption that the droplet is moving in only one
dimension could result in the relationship of slightly less than one.
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Figure 23. Average velocity of droplet vs. bulk velocity through the channel.
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Figure 24. Average velocity of droplet vs. polymer velocity through the channel.
The syringe-pumps used created fluctuations and instabilities in the system, which
was a large source of error in the data. A coefficient of variation was found for the
frequency, size, spacing and velocity for each flow setting by calculating a standard
deviation and dividing it by the average. The coefficient of variation was plotted against
Qp (Fig. 25) and Qw (Fig. 26) to determine the source of the instability in the system.
The coefficients of variation appear to have no correlation as the polymer flow rate is
varied. The points are spread out, however, which could just be equipment noise. The
coefficients of variation decrease as the water flow rate is increased. This trend is
probably due to the fact that the syringe-pumps are unstable at low flow rates. This
instability was seen in the previous characterization tests. For the full flow-focusing
device characterization, the top two rows of the data was concluded to be not usable
because of the instability in droplet size and spacing, which corresponded to low flow
rate values.
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Figure 26. Coefficient of variation vs. water flow rate.
In figures 25 and 26, the size and velocity of the droplets had low coefficients of
variation. The frequency and spacing, however, had high coefficients of variation. As
discussed earlier, the size is not dependent on Qp or Qw and the velocity is dependent on
Qp, while the frequency and spacing are dependent on Qw. For these tests, the water
flow rate was very small compared to the polymer flow rate. At low flow rates, the
system experiences fluctuations due to equipment noise of the syringe and a pressure
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build up and subsequent release in the tubing due to the viscous nature of the polymer.
The Reynolds numbers are low enough that viscous forces dominate over inertial forces,
which are a possible reason for the pressure build up in the tubing. A plot of time
between consecutive droplets formed (T-Gen) against the droplet number for a flow
system with a Qp of 1.0gL/min and a Qw of 0.05gtL/min illustrates this fluctuation (Fig.
27). Since the device experiences such high fluctuations and coefficients of variation for
low values of Qw, flow settings with values of Qw greater than 0.05gpL/min will provide
suitable regions to operate in.
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Figure 27. Time between consecutive droplet formations vs. droplet number.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Contact angle and surface tension measurements combined with polymerization
reaction kinetics concluded that TMP-TA was the best choice for use in a water-polymer-
PDMS system for the armoring of droplets (Fig. 28). Using TMP-TA with water in a
flow-focusing device, the inlet channel widths and the orifice sizes were varied to study
the affects on droplet size and spacing. It was concluded that devices with orifice sizes
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on the same order of magnitude as the inlet channel dimensions produced the smallest
droplets, possibly as small as the orifice width. One specific channel was characterized
further by varying the polymer and water flow rates and examining the phase space. The
phase space was categorized into four distinct regions, with the region corresponding to
flow-rate ratios below 1:10 (Qw:Qp) and polymer flow rates between 0.4 and 1.2tL/min
providing suitable spacing for armoring the droplets. This region was further
characterized to examine the stability of the system and to determine the best region to
produce armored droplets. By analyzing the coefficients of variation for droplet size,
spacing, velocity and frequency of production, it was determined that flow regions with
Qw greater than 0.05 tL/min provide the most stable systems. Combining all of the flow
restrictions from the characterization tests, the best flow systems to produce droplets with
sufficient spacing for the armoring of droplets arise when Qw is greater than 0.05tL/min,
Qp is between 0.4 and 1.2gtL/min and Qw/Qp is less than 1:10.
Figure 28. Array of armored droplets produced via CFL. Image
and work courtesy of Daniel Pregibon of the Doyle group.
The characterization testing raised several issues that should be studied further.
Fluctuations occur for Qw values less than 0.05ptL/min, which is the Qw range where the
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spacing is greatest. If the fluctuations could be reduced, lower values of Qw would allow
for larger spacing between droplets. These fluctuations that occur due to the pressure
build up in the tubing and noise from the syringe pump might be prevented if the flow
rates are driven by pressure rather than pumps. Similarly, the fluctuations and limitations
in this flow system and with our flow-focusing devices may be different using T-
junctions to produce the droplets. The droplet size for our characterization tests was
always larger than the channel height. The droplet was deformed slightly from a sphere
because of this constriction. Characterizations tests using devices that have inlet channel
widths and orifice sizes on the same order of magnitude may produce droplets small
enough to retain a spherical form.
Of interest, too, is the application of these flow-focusing devices for sorting and
arraying droplets by modifying the fabrication of the PDMS device and the shape of the
polymerized particle. Similar PDMS devices can be fabricated to allow for the sorting of
specific droplets. Computer algorithms can selectively polymerize shells around the
droplets of interest. PDMS obstructions can be fabricated into the channel with openings
large enough to allow only the unarmored droplets through. This method allows for
droplets to be sorted into two categories, armored and unarmored. Similar methods can
be used to array droplets. Armoring the droplets with different shapes allows for arrays
of different packing densities to be achieved.
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